
      ACRL Instruction Section   
Discussion Group Steering Committee 

 
ALA Midwinter, Meeting I 

Saturday, January 24, 2009, 1:30-3:30 p.m. 
Grand Hyatt Denver Pyramid Peak Ballroom 

 
Committee members present:  Joe Clark, Kate Gronemyer, Liz Evans, Merinda 
Hensley, Gail Gradowski (co-ch), Carrie Forbes (co-ch), Nancy Gibson, Victor 
Baeza. 
 
Committee members absent:  none. 
 
Vistors:  Jean Caspers (Executive Liaison). 
 
Minutes from the prior meeting were not read. 
 
Agenda: 
 
I. Welcome and Introductions 
Meeting began with Gail Gradowski explaining committee membership terms and 
how the committee works, and that it is not ideal for all members to cycle off at 
the same time.  Merinda Hensley volunteered to be a co-chair next year.  Joe 
Clark, Liz Evans, and Victor Baeza will submit the volunteer form to continue 
committee membership.  
 
II. Summary of IS Advisory Council Meeting 

 
At the annual meeting in Chicago, the IS section will sponsor the program 
“Illuminating New Instruction Research: Applying Research to Practice” on 
Sunday, July 12, 2009, from 3:30 - 5:30.  Lisa Hinchliffe is running for ACRL 
President.  The IS Soiree went well, and IS is looking for a sponsor for the Soiree 
at Annual 2009.  Change magazine, a higher education publication, will have 
three columns a year written by ACRL.  ALA is still looking to reduce the number 
of conference days to save money, and this may result in more program overlap.  
ALA is also looking to promote more virtual membership; meetings, however, 
must be open so details still must be worked out to make this happen.  Criticism 
of the ALA website continues, and ACRL is pushing the issues up to ALA for 
resolution.  Volunteer forms for next year must be completed (discussed earlier, 
see above).  LOEX registration opens February 6, will be in Albuquerque, and 
the deadline for proposals has past.  Tomorrow (Sunday) at 4:00 p.m. the IS 
program on educating instruction librarians will occur in the Sheraton Hotel’s Vail 
room.  Some are pushing for the IS newsletter to go paperless, but there is worry 



that readership would drop.  A proposal must go through ACRL.  The paper 
newsletter costs about $3000 to publish.  
 
III. Review readiness for forthcoming Discussion Groups, today at 4:00 - 5:30, 

Mobile Learning Best Practice for Information Literacy, and tomorrow, 1:30-
3, Teaching 2.0 

 
Carries Forbes stated that the digests were up on the website. 
 
Merinda thought today’s session would be controversial, stating that graduate 
students generally follow their advisor’s path, being more traditional.  Victor 
commented that Friday’s OCLC Symposium on faculty’s use of technology 
versus undergraduate’s use of technology.  The Communication Committee 
asked about recording the Discussion Groups and putting them online as a 
podcast, but the group discussed the problems with such a proposal.  Merinda 
Hensley asked whether there are other ways to capture a discussion group, 
including wikis.  Participants usually don’t get back into the session, as they are 
frequently too busy.  Discussion ensued about a possible virtual interaction 
component.  This suggestion would require a proposal that addresses all of the 
technical issues, including a hard-wire connection and other hardware.  Liz 
Evans mentioned that LITA did something like this at a recent meeting. 
 
Gail Gradowski suggested that we might want to go with a “virtual table,” and 
committee sentiment was positive.  The minimum requirement would be an 
internet connection, although we would also need appropriate software with chat 
and audio capabilities.  Victor Baeza suggested we find a sponsor to pay for the 
internet connection.   
 
IV. Debriefing on Annual 2009 Discussion Group Selection 
 
Liz Evans is the liaison to the upcoming Discovery-based Learning group, and 
Nancy is the liaison for the upcoming discussion group on standards. 

 
V. Review of timeline and committee procedures in light of ALA conference 

calendar changes 
 
The new timeline was distributed, and all dates were moved up.  Gail Gradowski 
said that the dates would likely be redone again, and Jean, who joined the 
committee briefly, confirmed this.  Jean suggested that the committee request 
the ideal equipment for a session, and to “pull back” later if it was not needed.  
Gail questioned whether a call for proposals so far out would affect the 
proposals.  Since most proposals are not cutting edge, the committee thought it 
would be ok.  Gail Gradowski asked Jean how far in advance we would have to 



request equipment, and Joan responded “pretty far out.”  Gail said that in the 
short term, the committee would keep the current calendar with automatic 
equipment requests for one of the two proposals. 
 
The committee decided to possibly shoot for one of next year’s Midwinter 
meetings with a virtual table. 
 
Time of adjournment: 3:20 p.m. 
 
Next meeting tomorrow, January 25 at 9:00 a.m., at the Sheraton Denver, 
Terrace Room 
 
Minutes taken by Joe Clark 
 
 


